Abstract. We propose a new feature selection criterion not based on calculated measures between attributes, or complex and costly distance calculations. Applying a wrapper to the output of a new attribute ranking method, we obtain a minimum subset with the same error rate as the original data. The experiments were compared to two other algorithms with the same results, but with a very short computation time.
Introduction
Feature selection methods can be grouped into two categories from the point of view of a method's output. One category is about ranking feature according to same evaluation criterion; the other is about choosing a minimum set of features that satisfies an evaluation criterion. There are several taxonomies of these evaluation measures in previous work, depending on different criterions: Langley [1] group evaluation functions into two categories: filter and wrapper. Blum y Langley [2] provide a classification of evaluation functions into four groups, depending on the relation between the selection and the induction process: embedded, filter, wrapper, weight. Another different classification, Doak [3] and Dash [4] provide a classification of evaluation measure based on their general characteristics more than in the relation with the induction process. The classification realized by Dash, shows five different types of measures: distance, information, dependence, consistency y accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a new feature selection criterion not based on calculated measures between attributes, or complex and costly distance calculations. This criterion is based on a unique value called NLC. It relates each attribute with the label used for classification. This value is calculated by projecting data set elements onto the respective axis of the attribute (ordering the examples by this attribute), then crossing the axis from the beginning to the greatest attribute value, and counting the Number of Label Changes (NLC) produced.
All filter methods use heuristics based on general characteristics to evaluate the merit of a feature or a features' subsets. However, the wrappers include the learning algorithm as a part of their evaluation function. Wrappers usually provide better accuracy but are computationally more expensive than the Filter schemes. In our algorithm, we want to take advantage of the two methods. The ranked list of features sorted according to each NLC is produced. The Starting point is the empty set, and we add features from the list sequentially in the same order. The features are added depending on whether or not they increase the performance of the learner.
Number of Label Changes (NLC)

Definitions
To describe the definitions below, let us consider the situation depicted in Figure 1 , with twelve elements numbered and two labels (O-odd numbers and E-even numbers). In Figure 1 , P 1 and P 2 are continuous attributes, A 1 = [1, 7] , A 2 = [1, 8] and
Definition 2. Let Λ be a set of discrete labels.
In Figure 1 , Λ = {E, O} depending on the instance number. In Figure 1 , E is the table on the right, and e 5 = (7, 6, O).
Definition 3. An example e is a tuple of values
(p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m , l) ∈ A 1 × · · · × A m × Λ where p j is the value of the attribute P j . If P j is continuous p j ∈ [a j , b j ]. If P j is discrete p j ∈ A j . l ∈ Λ is
Definition 4.
We define the functions π j , ∀j : 1..m and lab.
In Figure 1 , 
In Figure 1 Input: E training (n examples, m attributes) Output: E reduced (n examples, k attributes) for each attribute Pj ∈ Ω QuickSort(E,j) NLC(j) Attribute Ranking S ← "first-f (first ranked att.)" F ← "initial set of n features -first-f" Calculate ER (Error Rate) with S repeat until F = "empty set"
if ER with S first-f > √ ER with S S ← S first-f F ← F -first-f
Definition 8. Given a set E of examples, σ j (E) the ordered sequence by the attribute j and S 1 . . . S r , we define the function N LC
We also obtain N LC(P 2 ) = 2.
Algorithm
The algorithm is very simple and fast (Table 1) . It has the capacity to operate with continuous and discrete variables as well as with databases which have two classes or multiple classes. There are two phases in the algorithm: Firstly, the attributes are ranked. For each attribute, the training-set is ordered and we count the NLC throughout the ordered projected sequence. In the second place, we deal with the list of attributes one time. We obtain the Naive Bayes [5] error rate with the first attribute in the list and it is marked as selected. We obtain the Naive Bayes [5] error rate again with the first and the second attributes. The second will be marked as selected depending on the accuracy obtained is significatively better (> √ ). Next step is classify again with the marked attributes and the next attribute on the list, and it will be marked depending on the accuracy obtained. Repeat the process until the last attribute on the ranked list is reached.
Experiments
In this section we compare the quality of selected attributes by the NCL measure with the selected attributes by the other two methods: Information Gain (IG) and the ReliefF method [6] . The quality of each selected attribute was tested by means of three classifiers: the Naive Bayes [5] , C4.5 [7] and 1-NN [8] .
The implementation of the induction algorithms and the others selectors was done using the Weka library [9] and the comparison was performed with eighteen databases of the University from California Irvine [10] . The measures were estimated taking the mean of a ten-fold cross validation, and the same folds were used for each algorithm training-sets. To asses the obtained results, two paired t statistical tests with a confidence level of 95% were realized.
In order to establish the number of attributes in each case, we deal with the list of attributes once. We obtain the Naive Bayes error rate with the first attribute in the list and it is marked as selected. We obtain the Naive Bayes error rate again with the first and the second attributes. The second will be marked as selected depending on whether the accuracy obtained is significantly better. The next step is to classify again, with the marked attributes, and the next attribute on the list. Then it will be marked depending on the accuracy obtained. Repeat the process until the last attribute on the ranked list is reached. Table 2 shows a summary of the results of the classification using C4.5, 1NN and NB. The table shows how often each method performs significantly better (denoted by √ ) or worse (denoted by ×) than ReliefF (RLF) and Information Gain (IG). In ten of the one hundred and eight cases, the set of attributes selected by the NLC measure yields better accuracy than the two other methods. In ninety they are equal, and in eight they are worse than the other. Only in AN-NEAL and GERMAN CREDIT the accuracy is lower than the other methods, but the number of attributes selected is significantly better in both cases.
Algorithms reach a similar percentage of the original features retained (24% NLC, 22% RLF and 25%IG).
Conclusions
In this paper we present a deterministic attribute selection algorithm. It is a very efficient and simple method used in the preprocessing phase. A considerable reduction of the number of attributes is produced. It does not need distance nor statistical calculations, which could be very costly in time (correlation, gain of information, etc.). The computational cost to obtain the ranked list is lower than other methods O(m × n × log n). NLC takes 0.792 seconds in reducing 18 data sets whereas ReliefF takes 566 seconds and IG 2.19 seconds.
We conclude that by applying NLC, the knowledge attained in the original training file is conserved into the reduced training file, and the dimensionality of data is reduced significantly. We obtain similar results with the three methods, but needing much less time with NLC.
